
LCH-AC801 A/C Service Machine is a revolutionary product 
from LAUNCHER. One machine that services both conventional 
and high voltage A/C systems.  Fully meets SAE refrigerant 
requirement standards J-2788 for high voltage compressors. 
Three electronic scales & five sensors ensure the oil 
measurement accuracy for precise results while switching 
usage between conventional and hybrid HV systems.
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Brand: KingMore         Model No.: KMC8010 

  Characteristics: 
u 8''Touch color screen, any language, more convenient and advanced. 
u Company's information, contact number can be displayed in screen. Operating and 

service manual can be inquired from machine directly. 
u Digital gauges and numbers show the pressure and weights, it is more visible. 
u Digital gauges are more accurate than mechanical ones, won't break easily. 
u Built-in printer allows you to print out the service information. 
u Software and screen display can be easily updated through SD card. 
u Can be connected to Internet, with back-stage monitor, to regulate technicians 

operation standards  
u PC software shows current working progress. All maintenance data is recorded for 

further analysis. 
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Functions
| Operating and service measurements can be 

  inquired from machine directly through a built in 

  database of around 2000 vehicles

| Three electronic scales & five sensors ensure the 

  oil measurement accuracy pressure leak test

| Integrated automotive industry’s leader function 

  of vacuum leak test (leak detection during and 

  after vacuum process

| Automatic air purge

| Integrated printer

| Internet connectivity

| Work progress reports and recording

Specifications
| Recovery Speed : 11g/s | 0.388014 oz/

| Vacuum Speed: 3.2L/s | 47.550969 gal/s  

| Recycling Speed: 13g/s | 0.458562 oz/s

| Recharge Speed: 38g/s | 1.340411 oz/s 

| Work tank Capacity: 10kg | 22 lb 

| Drier-Filter Capacity: 98kg | 216 lbs 

| Scale Accuracy: ±1g | ±0.035274 oz

| Power supply: AC110V~50/60Hz

Features
| 8’’Touch color screen, any language, more convenient and advanced.

| Company’s information, contact number can be displayed in screen.   

  Operating and service manual can be inquired from machine directly.

| Digital gauges and numbers show the pressure and weights, it is more visible.

| Digital gauges are more accurate than mechanical ones, won’t break easily.

| Built-in printer allows you to print out the service information.

| Software and screen display can be easily updated through SD card.

| Can be connected to Internet, with back-stage monitor, to regulate 

  technicians operation standards. 

| PC software shows current working progress. All maintenance data is 

  recorded for further analysis.
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Service Hotline
833-602-0226


